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About This Game

NOTE: This game is in English only and is local multiplayer.This is the standalone version of Fibbage XL, which appears in The
Jackbox Party Pack.

It’s Fibbage XL – the hilarious bluffing party game from The Jackbox Party Pack! Fool your friends with your lies, avoid theirs,
and find the (usually outrageous) truth. And get this: your phone or tablet (or keyboard) is your only controller! It’s easy. Just

type in your lies to questions like: “The mayor of Rabbit Hash, Kentucky is a _____.” Baby? Rabbit? Ham sandwich? It’s up to
you! Fool your opponents into thinking your lie is true and you’ll rack up the points! But be careful, if you pick an opponent’s

lie, they’ll be doing a Fibbage fancy dance. For 2-8 players.

New features not in existing versions of Fibbage or Fibbage XL:

Family-Friendly Filter

Twitch log-in capability

More fun!
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Pretty fun game where your drawings come to life. This is a short visual novel about some russian teens telling some spooky
stories.

It was very well written considering that english does not appear to be the first language of the writers. There were a few
mistakes, but nothing too serious, still very understandable.

The sound effects in the second to last story were kind of weird, however definitely creepy.

Overall, I would recommend this Visual Novel, as it was very well written and the artwork is nice. Also it has easy achievements
and was a nice way to kill a little bit of time.
. Don't let the positive reviews fool you and save yourself 0.99 or 1.99 whatever you're gonna buy it for.
You're going to get exactly what you paid for.

The combat is shallow, the story isn't anything too exciting, the level design is questionable, and the aspect ratio hurts my eyes.

Starting with the combat, you take turns attacking each other with an occasional block or heal with little to no strategy. By the
time you have your full selection of weapons and abilities, there's very few enemies that they'll actually be necessary for. I think
the final enemies\/bosses are the most fun since they actually require some prep time and planning. But overall that fun is short
lived.

The story isn't exactly something that pulled me in, I won't get into spoilers but most of the "story" will be in the final hour of
your playthrough.

As for the level design, it wasn't anything too bad until the final area where there's no sense of direction and it feels like you're
walking in circles. At one point you have to walk into a wall and "out of bounds" in order to progress... Which is something I
would have never figured out unless I checked a guide. There are also some items that require you to walk into walls and again
go "out of bounds" to obtain, but overall I made it through fine without ever giving them a second thought.

And now for the worst offender, the aspect ratio. You're left with no choice but to stare at a small little box for hours with a
possible migraine. If you try to play full screen, the resolution is stretched and doesn't look very good. I think there is a fix for
this someplace, somewhere, but it wasn't apparent when I played so I got stuck with the small box.

I guess I should mention the controls, you move with the arrow keys, interact with enter, and sprint with shift. Keyboard controls
are pretty awkward so I opted to use a gamepad. Which *surprise* force you to move around with the analog stick rather than
the dpad... I guess it isn't that big of a deal, I just think its unfortunate that there's no choice to move around with the dpad since
the keyboard controls clearly aren't viable.

Point I'm trying to make, is even if its price is something you can live without, the time you'll lose is something you'll never
regain.. I wavered a bit on whether or not the flaws of the game would merit a negative review. I am going to give the game
some slack for being early access, as well as for the amazing amount of what's really there.

From first impressions, it feels great. After a few games and getting a feel for the "weight" of the ball, I'm playing like I did in
the college dorms. It really is like playing ping pong. That said, there are a lot of edge cases that need work. For example, the
tracking of collisions with my paddle is usually pretty solid. But after a few matches, I started to notice that sometimes the ball
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would miss the AI paddle, but still reflect back to me. Similarly, sometimes the ball, flying close to the edge of the table,
registers a "hit" with the sound of a bounce, but doesn't change trajectory, tracing a straight path, often under the table. That
said, I'd say 95% of rallies are "fair", but that still leaves a 5% wildcard that can ruin a perfectly good match point. Probably the
most reproducible issue with collision detection is in "broken table" mode, where every rally each hit to the table makes a hole,
but not every hit is registered to create a hole (which may be by design, not clear), and sometimes hits to the center of a hole will
still bounce the ball (clearly not as intended), rendering that mode mostly unplayable.

I do have some other minor quibbles about the AI somehow always playing with a perfectly vertical paddle, and the behavior of
spin and smashes, but as it is the game plays very well. Also, the boos after every miss do get a bit grating after the hundredth
time.

Still, I have loads of fun playing the tournament, even if I was frustratingly destined to fail by the number of weird or
miscalculated collisions (only 0.5% of players have beaten it so far). If you can live with a little inconsistency, get this game and
support the development of a great game, and hopefully all the little issues will be ironed out. If not, keep this game on your
watchlist and come back after an update.. Worst arkanoid i have ever played. charming graphics
+ great soundtrack
+ basically every tree and stone can be interacted with

- not enough content, lots and lots of open space
- hardly anything worth (!) interacting with
- coding issues: Trying to get the second ending resulted in the "best" ending, as the game assumed that I did things that I didn't
do (pickaxe route, but I got treated as if I took the key route, i.e. interfering with the globe)
- the first ending's escape section is tedious and almost made me give up

Recommended? Yes, but barely, and only on sale.. Just a very very deep and good realized game. Simple and effective. Just try
it. Love it, prestige, prestige and prestige all over again while u one man army through the enemy team! GR8 Fun and
multiplayer allows for replayabilty but lots of nooby and complaining players!
Campaign had an interesting storyline and twist, plus zombies is a must play with your friends!

I would r8 it 8/8 kwickscopes M8. everyones legit ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ and dosent know how to play the game
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I bought this game for 3 bucks. I doubt that I will ever be able to have as good a game experience for that kind of money again.
It is the best game I have played on steam for that price range to this point.. I have to admit, this isn\u2019t my kind of game,
but I\u2019m happy I experienced Catherine Classic.. mantep euy, mereun aing mereun.. XD. Fun and Quirky little game, with
pretty nice music and art. It fits a very niche asethetic, especially if you are into the gothica-stylized art. Sacraficing the girls is
always somewhat hearbreaking, because the longer you keep them to grow them for better materials and affinity, the more you
grow closer to them through thier dialouge and their letters.

Story: 8/10 - A plesant story, but lacks some serious depth. It launches you into a story that you must form out for yourself over
the course of your sacrafices. The ending is rather cliche, and doesnt leave much to the imagination.

Art: 8/10 - Although the artwork is beautifully handcrafted artwork, It does still leave a little to be disired concidering this is a
very niche thematic game. However, it is true to a victorian / gothica style This specifically shines to me, because I love this
artstyle. But some people might not feel like it is substantial enough.

Music: 7/10 - The chilling piano and 'horror' style chimes brings alot of emotion as you play, playing along with the girls sobs
and cries for help, sets a very unsettling scene. But, over time, can get pretty repetitive even after the first hour you play, as in
there are not very many diffrent tracks.

Overall my rating would be somwhere between a 7 or a 8 out of 10.

The girls and the artwork in general is awesome, thats one thing that really does shine out in this game. But for the pretty hefty
pricetag of 15$ that this game has, It does lack some substance and leave a little to be disired. Deffinatley worth your time if
this game is your asethetic. On a last note, if the developer reads this, Polishing some animations, and adding a bit more story
along with depth, could really make a great sequel to this game.. I love it. Great addition to Munich-Garmisch-Partenkirchen
route and generally for every S-Bahn service. I think I spend most time in this train on german routes. Highly recommended..
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. 1 $ for Art it was worth for me , had fun spam clicking and watching hot chicks and flirting them
while being drunk.

I have no regret.. but man sadly you will have to understand chinese a little bit LMAOO. Ok so... this would be a good game  IF
the controls were good i meen when you build up speed sometimes you just randomly stop or get bounced of the track and you
can't turn in mid air wich sucks
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